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USC Viterbi Graphic Identity Program Approved Two-color Combinations

The examples shown are the approved color combinations for USC Viterbi 
logotypes. As a standard, two colors — Pantone 201C, Pantone 123C and 
black (including their CMYK and RGB equivalents) — should be used. The 
university monogram is the central connection through the entire program and 
should always appear in the brighter or more dominant of the two colors.

Cardinal Background
When the logotype appears 
on a cardinal background, 
it reverses to white and the 
monogram runs gold.

White Background
When the logotype appears 
on a white background, 
the primary configuration 
is cardinal monogram with 
black shield and black 
wordmark.

Gold Background
When the logotype ap-
pears on a gold back-
ground, it can either 
reverse to white or run 
black. The monogram 
should always run cardi-
nal on a gold background.

Black Background
When the logotype 
appears on a black 
background, it reverses 
to white and the mono-
gram runs either cardinal 
or gold.

BioRC
Biomimetic 
Real-time 
Cortex
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USC Graphic Identity Program Formal Logotype

The formal USC logotype consists of the university seal, monogram and 
primary wordmark in a flush-left configuration. Combined in this specific 
manner, these elements create a distinct logotype that is the most formal 
expression of the USC identity. Documents, publications and merchandise 
items displaying the university seal imply official sanction by the university. 
For optimal reproduction, two versions of this combination have been created, 
for regular- and small-use applications. Do not alter or attempt to recreate 
these elements in any way. Always use approved artwork.

The regular-use version contains the regular-use seal.
No maximum usage restriction. Minimum usage is 6 inches wide 

(shown above).

3.4"

The small-use version contains the small-use seal. Maximum usage 
is less than 6 inches wide. Minimum usage is 3.4 inches wide. 
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Introduction

Ø Adaptive synaptic frequency filtering has been found in the region of
fore-brain such as hippocampus. [1]

Ø The adaptive synaptic frequency filtering provides nonlinear signal
processing besides threshold function of neurons. [2]

Ø The plasticity changing rules of the adaptive synaptic frequency filtering
are still unclear, we proposed a STDP-like method here to explore the
possible learning methods.

[1] Vitaly A Klyachko and Charles F Stevens. Excitatory and feed-
forward inhibitory hippocampal synapses work synergistically as an
adaptive filter of natural spike trains. PLoS biology, 4(7):e207, 2006.

[2] Stephen J Martin, Paul D Grimwood, and Richard GM Morris.
Synaptic plasticity and memory: an evaluation of the hypothesis. Annual
review of neuroscience, 23(1):649–711, 2000.
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Voltage dependent variable-frequency axon hillock

• This axon hillock converts the
amplitude of PSP input above
threshold to firing frequency linearly.

• Due to the transistor M6 is operating
in linear region, the frequency of the
output spike train is linearly related
with input voltage above threshold.

Output spike with Different PSP Level, When PSP level are 0.5V, 0.6V and 0.7V, 
output spike frequency are 20MHz, 130MHz and 280MHz correspondingly. 

Linear relationship between PSP and firing frequency
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Frequency sensitive synapse with memristor
Memristor is used as variable resistor in this circuit
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STDP-like learning implementation circuit 

STDP-like learning algorithm is implemented as:
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Ø Post-Pre pair inside time window à Set (decrease resistance)

Ø Post-Pre pair outside time window à Null
Ø Only Pre spike à Reset (increase resistance)
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Frequency adaptive synapse 

Pre

Post 

ResetSet

Ø The STDP-like circuit
tunes the resistance of
memristor to select
different frequency
range.

Ø Two voltage dependent
axon hillocks with given
inputs provides pre and
post spikes to test this
frequency adaptive
synapse.

Frequency adaptive synapse test circuit
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The pre spikes fire in 300MHz for first 8μs and then in
130MHz, the post spikes fire in 300MHz from, the
initial value of the memristor resistance is 2.8 MΩ and
its minimum value is 800kΩ.
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Frequency adaptive synapse with strength variation

Pre

Post 

Set 1Reset 1

Set 2 Reset 2

MEM 1

MEM 2

Frequency adaptive synapse with strength variation test circuit

Ø Another memristor MEM2 is added after PSP of synapse

Ø Another STDP-like circuit is added to change the
resistance of MEM2

Ø New STDP-like circuit follows Hebbian rule: Pre-Post à
Strengthen (decrease resistance); Only post à Weaken
(increase resistance)

Ø Same Pre and Post are fed into two STDP-like circuit



Frequency adaptive synapse with strength variation

Frequency adaptive synapse with strength variation test circuit simulation result. The pre spikes fire in
300MHz for first 8μs and then in 130MHz, the post spikes fire in 300MHz, the initial value of the MEM1
and MEM2 resistance are 2.8 MΩ and 800kΩ, the minimum value of memristor resistance is 800kΩ.
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Alternative all CMOS frequency-selective synapse

The frequency selective synapse also can be implemented by CMOS
completely with dedicated design to reduce the fabrication complexity.

Low frequency synapse all CMOS circuit High frequency synapse all CMOS circuit

Low frequency synapse All CMOS circuit simulation result 
With 100Hz input

High frequency synapse All CMOS circuit simulation result
With 1GHz input



Conclusion

Ø In this work, we presented analog neuromorphic circuit designs of voltage dependent
variable-frequency axon hillock and frequency adaptive synapse. We also proposed a
STDP-like plasticity-changing rule to demonstrate a new frequency learning protocol
along with a weight learning protocol (Hebbian learning).

ØBoth the linear function represented by strength plasticity and the nonlinear function
represented by frequency plasticity are integrated in this synapse design. With this more
complete synapse and the voltage dependent axon hillock, more complicated functions are
expected to be learned through a simpler neuronal network structure. Moreover, the upper
complexity limitation of target nonlinear functions is expected to be increased.

Ø In the future, we will explore complex nonlinear functions trained in a much simpler neural
network structure.
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